Mining Operations
Efficient, Dense, Simple.
Any chip, any hardware, any currency.

SHORT INTRODUCTION
The following document is presented for informational purposes only. It is not intended to be, and is not, a prospectus, offering memorandum or private placement memorandum. The
information in this business plan may not be complete and may be changed, modified, or amended at any time by the company, and is not intended to, and does not, constitute
representations and warranties of the company.
The information in the business plan is also inherently forward-looking information. Among other things, the information: (1) discusses the company’s future expectations; (2) contains
projections of the company’s future results of operations or of its financial condition; and (3) states other “forward-looking” information. There may be events in the future that the
company cannot accurately predict or over which the company has no control, and the occurrence of such events may cause the company’s actual results to differ materially from the
expectations described herein.
This business plan constitutes confidential and proprietary information and may not be copied, faxed, reproduced or otherwise distributed, and the contents of this business plan may
not be disclosed, without the company’s express written consent.
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Introducing DataTank Mining
With millions of new Bitcoins generated by mining every year, mining is increasingly moving to a large
industrial scale. Annual hosting bills now exceed the cost of mining hardware itself, even at low-cost
locations such as Iceland, the Arctic Circle, or Russia and China.
The founders of DataTank Mining invested years of engineering time to pioneer a new efficient way of
Bitcoin mining. Hardware is deployed in immersion cooled container mining systems using 3M™
Novec™ Engineered Fluids without heatsinks, fans or other mechanical parts or cables. With integrated
power, networking and everything else required for mining, systems are universal, reusable, and most
importantly, faster online and less expensive to build and operate than other methods of deployment.

240kW DataTank 19-Inch Immersion Cooling Rack:
dense hardware deployments minimize fluid usage
(maximum cooling and power per tank is 500kW)

The value of DataTank mining systems comes from extremely low costs, dramatically reduced
construction overhead, a simplified approach to deployment, ultra-high densities, unparalleled cooling,
power and deployment efficiencies, and the reusability of all parts. Additional benefits include a
modular and portable approach, with repeatable, pre-engineered, prefabricated, and quality-assured
building blocks that together bring online the exact hardware and infrastructure needed for efficient
mining. Turn-around time from green light to mining hardware online is 8-12 weeks.
By eliminating thousands of duplicate parts, production cost and deployment time are cut dramatically.
The result, in addition to less expensive infrastructure, is cheaper mining hardware that can go to work
weeks earlier, in more economic, universal and reusable mining facilities, ensuring more mining income.
Without moving parts, systems operate silent, dust free and more reliable.

DataTank Mining: 1.4MW Immersion Cooled Modular Mining System (600 X 2000W PSU)

Passive 2-phase immersion cooling is 4000 times more efficient than air cooling and cooling electricity
is reduced to almost zero (less than 1%). With ultra-dense hardware deployments (1,000kW of mining
hardware in a space smaller than the bed of a pickup truck), mining clusters by far exceed the power
density and heat dissipation of the world's top supercomputers.
Fluids are filled only once, last for 30 years, and volumes are minimized for lowest costs.
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Passive Two-Phase Immersion Cooling Explained
In a two-phase immersion cooled system, electronic components are submerged into a bath of dielectric
heat transfer liquids, which are much better heat conductors than air, water or oil. With their various low
boiling points (ie. 49°C vs. 100°C in water), the fluids boil on the surface of heat generating components
and rising vapor passively takes care of heat transfer.
In contrast to submersion oil cooling, liquids are clean, non-greasy, environmentally friendly and nonflammable. No heatsinks, pumps and jets are required to keep hardware cool. Circulation happens
passively by the natural process of evaporation and without spending any extra energy.
It is this simplicity that eliminates conventional cooling hardware and results in better cooling efficiency.
Compared to traditional air, water or oil cooling, this passive process results in the use of much less
energy.

Higher Density
Systems without restrictions and overhead of traditional cooling have a number of advantages: higher
density (>200kW per rack with today's hardware), improved performance, and the possibility for
applications that would otherwise be impractical with other cooling methods.
Eliminates Heat Transfer Overhead
Our passive immersion cooled systems free the designer from all the overhead of a heat transfer
system. Engineers can focus on building their application instead of finding ways to get the heat out.
Future-Proof (future hardware works without any changes)
With traditional cooling, an enormous amount of resources is spent on redesigning the cooling system
with each generation. In an immersion cooled system, new hardware does not require any resources for
the heat transfer process.
Improved Performance and Reliability
Hardware benefits from lower junction temperatures and improved performance, no temperature
swings or hot spots, and generally runs more reliable.
Extremely Clean
Should a board ever have to leave the bath, it will come out dry. It won't be wet, sticky or oily. Fluids
have an excellent environmental, health and safety profile, do not deplete ozone and have a very low
global warming potential. They are non-toxic and non-flammable.
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Traditional Hosting and Infrastructure Cost
The annual hosting cost of mining hardware, even at
low-cost hosting locations such as Iceland, now
exceeds the cost of ASIC hardware itself. In the future,
this will become more significant as hardware is being
sold closer to its marginal cost.
By using DataTank Mining instead of traditional
hosting, miners can duplicate hashrates and capacity
while investing the same amount of money, or cut
investments in half while getting identical hashrate.
Most of the cost related to traditional cooling cannot
be recovered: increased engineering cost, enclosures,
heat sinks, fans, power supplies, cables, labor,
logistics for components and devices, assembly,
maintenance and more. All this can be avoided,
making hardware less expensive and available for
mining much earlier. Systems are reusable and units
can be sold to recover investments.
Impact of Rapid Deployment on Profit
Being online several difficulty adjustments earlier has
an enormous impact on profits. DataTank Mining focuses on getting boards online as fast as possible,
instead of spending valuable time and money at engineering, manufacturing, sourcing and assembly of
case and cooling solution, or packaging and logistics. Hardware becomes much cheaper and moves
online faster.

DataTank deployments are carried out in hours instead of days or weeks.
The wash-rinse-repeat effect of DataTank systems on profitability becomes stronger with additional new
deployments of mining hardware, a compelling competitive advantage.
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Turnkey: Integrated and Reusable Power
At today's hardware prices, low voltage (12VDC) power supplies and power distribution to mining devices
account for 20-25% of total direct hardware cost of a mining cluster. While ASIC hardware is getting
less expensive, the relative cost of power supplies is going up. It is not unlikely, just as with server
systems (without CPU and memory), that sooner or later the cost of the PSU will exceed the rest of the
system. Furthermore, AC side electricity upgrades, high voltage power distribution and related costs are
often overlooked when building a mining cluster.
DataTank systems are built with 100% reusable, integrated and highly efficient power distribution on both
sides, AC and DC. With a plug-and-play design, without cables or wires, significant time is saved during
deployment. Material cost is kept at the lowest possible and manual labor is minimized.
DataTank Power Distribution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated and pre-installed (12V, 5V and optional 3.3V)
Alternative power solutions (HVDC, 48VDC, etc) available.
No connecting of wires, no manual installation
Mining boards simply slide in and out of backplane slots
Highly efficient server grade digitally controlled power supplies
80Plus Platinum Certified (>95% efficiency, even in air with running fans)
Made to immersion cooling specs for optimum performance output
Immersion cooled, no active fans in PSU units
Current sharing, PMBus 1.2 compliant, Active PFC
AC digitally controlled and networked, remote on/off switching
Automatic board monitoring, reporting, power cycling
High current AC power distribution with room to grow (max 800A 3-phase/tank)
Works with wide range of power feed voltages for highest efficiencies

DataTank Design Guidelines for ASIC board manufacturers can be found here (PDF).
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About DataTank Mining
The Company
DataTank Mining is a technology company headquartered in Hong Kong. The business is focused on
building mining systems at locations with the lowest electricity prices and using the most efficient mining
infrastructure available to maximize return on investment.
The company occupies the third floor of an industrial building, where prototypes are being built and
hardware is produced in a self-owned production line (SMD, CNC). While finished DataTank systems
can selectively be built in the US, Germany and China, this is where the company's application
engineers have developed most of the technology behind the systems.
The Founders
Before DataTank Mining, the founders have invested years in building some of the largest and most
efficient Bitcoin mining clusters at Allied Control, and have an exclusive agreement with the company to
build and purchase DataTank mining systems at internal costs.

Prior to developing immersion cooled mining clusters, and with the Bitcoin still at less than five dollars,
the team spent private time on FPGA and GPU systems, and worked for international companies such
as Fuji, Nokia, Connecta and Lik Sang, which has revolutionized the world of Microsoft, Sony and
Nintendo with its out-of-the-box hardware developments.
The team's recent track record includes building immersion cooled mining clusters, contract
manufacturing of tens of thousands of FPGA and ASIC boards in their self-owned production line,
designing the world’s first commercial 2-phase immersion cooling system for 3M Novec Engineered
fluids, and winning the Best Green ICT Award 2014 for building the world’s most efficient data center.
Founders:
•
•
•
•

Kar-Wing Lau, Chief Operations Officer
Jim Setterholm, Chief Deployment Officer
Alex Kampl, Chief Cluster Architect
Tony Wong, Chief of Hardware Production

Some of our previous work:
• YouTube: ASICMiner Bitcoin Cluster Hong Kong
• Analysis of Large Scale Industrial Bitcoin Mining Operations
• Why DataTank Immersion Cooling is cheaper than anything else for Bitcoin mining
• Case Study Uptime Institute Symposium: Immersion-2 System
• Bitcoin 2-Phase Immersion Cooling & Implications for High Performance Computing
• 2-Phase Immersion Cooling Concept for Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor Cluster
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Business Strategy
2014 Capacity 10 DataTank Containers
DataTank Mining will deploy up to 10 container mining systems within Q3 and Q4 of 2014. Global
locations with renewable electricity at $0.02-$0.05 per kWh are available. This 2014 capacity is the
equivalent of 20% of the total network hashrate at current hardware performance.
2015 Capacity 5-10 Containers/Week
By relying on solid manufacturing partners with a proven track record, DataTank Mining has the capability
to comfortably deploy 5-10 DataTank containers per month starting from January 2015, and plans to scale
up deployment capacity depending on demand to an output of 5-10 systems per week.
Rapid Growth Strategy
DataTank is focused on building the world's most efficient and fastest growing network of mining
clusters. The core strategy is centered on maximizing return on investment, rapid deployment of mining
clusters, and eliminating anything that increases risks and doesn't contribute to efficiency. The
company is committed to pioneer a new standard for digital mining.
Efficient Growth Strategy
In the world of Bitcoin, where efficiency is the single most important factor deciding over profit or loss,
the key to the efficient operation of DataTank Mining are immersion cooled container mining systems
which allow inexpensive, efficient and rapid deployment of ASIC clusters at unprecedented power and
performance densities per square foot.
Rapid Deployment without Downtime
Due to minimized and controlled manufacturing time and prefabricated DataTank mining systems,
deployment can be orchestrated and carried out in hours, instead of days or weeks. This allows capturing
much more mining income in comparison to other deployment methods.
The wash-rinse-repeat effect of DataTank systems on profitability becomes even stronger with additional
new deployments of mining hardware, a compelling competitive advantage.
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DataTank Key Facts
DataTank Infrastructure
•
•
•
•

$18/kW total operating cost per kW/month
(all in, including mining cluster electricity, cooling, full time staff, rent)
10 days or less to pay full infrastructure
0 days to pay infrastructure on second deployment
<$0.50/W full infrastructure cost (first deployment, $0 thereafter)
PUE <1.01 (less than 1% for cooling electricity – $173/month or $0.0002/ kWh for 1.2MW)

In addition, availability of free cooling may reduce cost by automatically disabling cooling equipment,
eliminate cooling modules, or allow sharing of cooling module with several clusters.
Reference Case 2PH ASICMiner BE200 Hardware
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DataTank Container Unit 1.2MW (12V)
2,400 DataTank Immersion Blades (80x AM BE 200/board 40nm ASIC)
600x PSU, managed networking, servers
<$820/T (<$0.82/G) total cluster with deployed DataTank system on-site
<$532/T (<$0.54/G) total cluster with power, servers, networking (no DataTank System)
<$438/T (<$0.44/G) cluster only without power, servers, networking (no DataTank System)
Produced in-house by DataTank Mining
Estimated chip price based on recent data, future price may be lower

ASIC Compatibility
DataTank systems are compatible with any hardware, including with chips from Spondoolies Tech,
InnoSilicon, Hashra, HashFast, GridSeed, Cointerra, Bitfury, Alcheminer, Avalon, ASICminer and more.
Bitcoin, Scrypt, any other hardware, including GPU, CPU or FPGA mining.
Relationships with some of these manufacturers exist and an effort by different parties is being made to
produce a wide range of immersion blades, including Scrypt ASICs.
DataTank Design Guidelines for ASIC board manufacturers can be found here (PDF).
No heatsinks, no fans, no noise, no dust.
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